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Diving Boards 101
When combined, diving boards and stands create unique performance characteristics. The most common
performance characteristic is “Flex” which means the flexing action that takes place between the board and
stand. Board and stand combinations generally fall into three “Flex” performance categories:
MOST FLEX

JUMP BOARDS — a flexible board on a base that utilizes a spring mechanism
DIVING BOARDS — a flexible board on a rigid base

LEAST FLEX

DIVING PLATFORMS — a rigid board on a rigid base

The diving board and stand selector chart below provides a visual reference guide to compatible boards and
stands and their corresponding performance category.
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*Requires special U-frames, call factory for assistance

Salt Pool Friendly
We know pool builders and consumers alike enjoy the benefits of salt chlorinator systems—that’s why we’ve
designed a line of products that perform well in salt pool environments. Our Salt Pool Friendly icon is your
visual assurance that the most durable and salt friendly materials have been used in manufacturing.

diving boards (flexible board/rigid stand)
polished
steel

Radiant White

pewter gray

Taupe

Flyte Deck II Stand

Pebble

gray granite

U-Frame Stand

A smart and economical stand made from
polished stainless steel tubing in 12", 18" and
24" sizes. Pairs with 6', 8', or 10' boards.

jump boards (flexible board/flexible stand)
Radiant White

Radiant White

taupe

pebble

Pewter gray

gray granite

Salt Pool Jump System

Supreme Jump Stand

This low-profile, fiberglass-backed stand and
composite spring assembly is designed to
perform well in salt pools. Pairs with a
variety of 6’ and 8’ boards.

A top-of-the-line jump stand, made from
durable, scratch resistant acrylic that’s
fiberglass reinforced. Pairs with a variety
of 6' and 8' boards.

Radiant White

Radiant White

taupe

rock gray

Cantilever Jump Stand

Frontier II Jump Stand

Made of powder-coated steel, this stand pairs
with a variety of 6' and 8' boards.

Made of powder-coated steel, this economical
stand comes with a Frontier II 6' or 8' board.

diving platforms (rigid board/rigid stand)

HipHop™ on D-Lux Stand

Adds a distinctive and fun dive platform
shape to your pool. Comes with the
matching D-Lux™ stand*

Radiant White

Radiant White

sANdstone

sANdstone

gray granite

gray granite

FreeStyle™ on D-Lux Stand

Will add a unique design element to your
pool, with its widest point being twice the
width of a traditional diving board. It comes
with a matching D-Lux™ stand.*

*The HipHop and Freestyle board can be combined with the Cantilever Jump Stand if a more flexible diving board system is desired.
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Its sleek appearance and sturdy, scratchresistant construction makes it our best
selling model. Pairs with a variety of 6', 8',
and 10' boards.
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Heavy-duty diving towers designed for commercial aquatic facilities. Our towers pair with a variety
of 8' to 16' boards, and are designed for a wide range of usage levels and pool envelopes.

Deluxe

Steel Meter

Econoline

2/3 Meter Deck Level

1 or 3 meter stands that come with stainless
steel handrails, an adjustable fulcrum, and are
primed and ready for paint. Options include
back, left, right and dual mounting styles.

½, ¾ and 1 meter stands that come
powder-coated in radiant white
(1 meter requires handrails).

1 meter stand with back step, comes
primed and ready for paint.

Comes primed and ready to paint.
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DB—Diving Board	

*Requires a stand specific for a Frontier IV board, call factory for assistance

replacement boards

eureka, glas-hide board,
& swim club

fibre-dive board

olympian
*All diving boards have a 250 pound weight limit, except for
the Frontier IV, which has a 400 pound weight limit.

Frontier II, III & IV* Board

freestyle & hiphop
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